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Learning Commons Dedicated October 21

Steve Ballmer, CEO of Microsoft, President Jack Wilson, Chancellor John V. Lombardi, and Provost Charlena Seymour celebrate the Learning Commons dedication with UMass Amherst students on October 21.

“A campus’ library is the soul of an academic institution, and we want our students to spend quality time there,” said Charlena Seymour, provost and senior vice chancellor for academic affairs. “At the Learning Commons, students will transform information into learning. They will explore ideas and share insights with other students as they blur the lines between studying and socializing.”
Message from Jay

"F WE BUILD IT, THEY WILL COME." This paraphrased quotation from the movie "Field of Dreams" is often heard in the new Learning Commons. The transformation of approximately 23,000 square feet of the Main Floor of the W.E.B Du Bois Library over the summer months is like a dream come true for the many individuals on campus who worked to make the project successful. The heartfelt reward for us all is not the jubilant ceremony of the dedication, but seeing hundreds of students using this 21st century reading room on a daily basis.

Engaging, renovated facilities are not the only exciting activity here at the Libraries. As you will read in this newsletter, a variety of exhibits, receptions and colloquia buttress our mission of fostering a diverse and inclusive environment in which to engage with ideas. Funding of these endeavors depends on generosity like that of the Friends of the Library. Your gifts will allow the UMass Amherst Libraries to continue creating exciting, new spaces and supporting the freedom of inquiry that is so central to the heart of the campus.

Jay Schafer
Director of Libraries

Jay Schafer named Director
May 2005

“I am honored that Provost Seymour has asked me to assume the position of Director of Libraries at UMass Amherst on a permanent basis. The support expressed by the Library staff . . . has been especially meaningful since it is the diligent work of the staff that makes any library director successful. This is a transformative time for libraries. I look forward to the challenges and opportunities the future offers as we strive to provide the very best in library services, collections and facilities for the students and faculty at UMass Amherst.”

- Jay Schafer

Learning Commons Dedication

Director of Libraries Jay Schafer welcomes Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer on October 21.

UMass Vice President for Information Services David Gray, Chancellor John V. Lombardi and Director of Libraries Jay Schafer formally dedicate the Learning Commons.
THE NEW 23,000 square-foot Learning Commons, the centerpiece of the Du Bois Library’s 2005 renovations and an innovative new space in the heart of campus, was dedicated on October 21, 2005. The day began with a breakfast with Microsoft’s CEO, Steve Ballmer, who came by helicopter to name UMass Amherst the first Microsoft IT Showcase School in the nation.

Later in the morning, the dedication ceremony took place right in the middle of the Learning Commons and was standing room only with over 175 in attendance. Speakers included Chancellor John V. Lombardi, Provost Charlena Seymour, Director of Libraries Jay Schafer, Chief Information Officer John Dubach, Assistant Vice Chancellor Emeritus at the University of Wisconsin and Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of New Mexico. Professor Ibarra gave an intriguing and inspiring talk, “A Place to Belong: The Library as Prototype for Context Diversity.”

The lunch for 140 guests was sponsored by Microsoft, and Philip DesAutels, Academic Developer Evangelist at Microsoft, offered congratulatory remarks on the opening of the Learning Commons. Dr. Ibarra’s travel was made possible by the Wallenius Library Endowment Fund.
“I'm a senior - I just came down to the Learning Commons to see what the buzz was all about. It's beautiful! I'm really excited to see something that will certainly have a positive impact on the education here.”

“The Uncommon Commons”  
[The Learning Commons] provides an environment that is conducive to learning and productivity.”

“I think everything looks wonderful. It's nice to know that our money is being spent wisely.”

“I think everything looks great! It's a sleek yet comfortable setting.”

“I am very, very pleased with this unexpected change, and hope that it will stay this way for many years to come! Thank you to the people that came up with this idea!”

“I think the Library has improved tremendously and it is truly a privilege to have such amazing technology and resources available to us.”

“I am currently a sophomore and I wanted to let you know that the new Learning Commons is excellent. All of my peers share the same thoughts as I do. Thanks for this new space.”

The Learning Commons contains 164 work stations, 400 laptop ports, 16 email kiosks, 13 rooms for group study. The Learning Commons is open 24 hours a day from Sunday 11:00 a.m. to Friday 9:00 p.m., and Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

The Uncommon Commons  
by Faye Wolfe

...On the garden level, the butterflies have abandoned the buddleias in the courtyard outside its windows, but plenty of people are flocking there to use LC amenities. ... By late morning most days, the Learning Commons is full of students drafting papers at new, curvy maroon tables; collaborating on projects, nestled in stylish, suede-like chairs on wheels. ... Every one of those 56 workstations, as well as many of the computers reserved for students, are in use. In the meeting rooms, classes and small groups jot ideas on white boards mounted on the walls. As well as offering assistance on how to make use of the library's more than 300 databases, 12,000 electronic journals, 15,700 subscriptions, 5.8 million books and government documents, the Learning Commons houses Academic Advising; the Writing Center; a branch of Career Services; a help desk for technical support; and the Assistive Technologies Center, a drop-in lab for people with disabilities. ... On the tenth floor of Du Bois, the Learning Resource Center is open for walk-in tutoring and instruction. ...
Seventh Annual Donor Appreciation Reception

Barry Moser, an extraordinary bookman, and one of the world’s great book designers and illustrators spoke at the annual donor appreciation reception on September 25, 2005. World renowned for his illustrations, wood engravings, watercolors, and reinterpretations of the classics, Barry Moser’s art is represented in numerous library and museum collections. His work has been published in more than two hundred books for children and adults. His magnum opus, the Pennyroyal Caxton Edition of the Holy Bible was published in 1999.

The 2005 Siegfried Feller Award for Outstanding Volunteer Service was presented to Joseph Donohue, Professor of English who recently retired after teaching at UMass Amherst for 34 years. He has been a staunch supporter of and advocate for the Library and a long-time donor of books, journals, and reference materials. After serving as editor of the Readex Nineteenth-Century British and American Plays project, Joe very generously donated his own set of that collection, consisting of 23,335 titles, to the Libraries.

Thank you to the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop for once again donating a portion of the event’s book sales to the Library.

Counterclockwise from top: Jay Schafer, Emily Silverman, Joe Donohue, Jim Kelly; self-portrait by Barry Moser; Barry Moser autographs a book for Ruth Owen Jones; Barry Moser gives the keynote; Joe Donohue accepts the Feller Award; attendees Barbara Kerewsky-Halpern and Rhoda Honigberg.
Social Change Colloquium
“Crossroads: A Colloquium on Social Change” was held on October 31, 2005. The event was sponsored by Special Collections & University Archives and the Social Thought and Political Economy Program. The keynote speakers were Carl Oglesby, a major figure in the anti-war movement in the 1960s and 1970s and a former president of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS); Tom Fels, a former resident of the Montague Farm Commune, and a curator, writer, and student of American culture whose work has appeared in numerous museums and publications; and Catherine Blinder, a former resident of the Tree Frog Farm commune, and an activist, writer, and consultant based in Hartford. This first annual social change colloquium was held in honor of Beth Hapgood, who earlier this year donated her papers, including a wealth of materials relating to the Brotherhood of the Spirit commune, the largest commune in the eastern U.S. during the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Exhibits
Reflections: Cars and Parts an exhibit by Bryant J. Stewart at the Integrated Sciences & Engineering Library (ISEL) featured sixty of Stewart’s pieces. Stewart creates representations of classic cars and trucks, mostly from the 1930s and 1940s. He often combines his pieces with actual car and truck parts such as grills and hubcaps. Another technique used is turning antique parts into art by wire-brushing and applying urethane to the rust to make beautiful patinas. Stewart also uses anamorphic art, which is “the process of greatly distorting an image only to have it revealed either from a single vantage point or from its reflection on a mirrored surface.” Taken from the ancient Greek word for transformation, anamorphoses was popular in the Renaissance and used by artists like da Vinci, Escher, and Dali.

New Orleans: Land and Waters featured satellite, geologic, and topographic maps that graphically demonstrated the underlying causes of the immense natural disaster that engulfed New Orleans and surrounding areas, raising many questions about the future of the entire Louisiana delta.

Celebrating 20 years of the Stonewall Center - As part of our commitment to diversity, the library hosted an exhibit celebrating the history and achievements of the Stonewall Center, a lesbian, bisexual, gay and transgender educational resource center. The exhibit displayed the historical context in which the Stonewall Center was formed and contained the original student demands and reports that convinced UMass Amherst to support the program. It also illustrated some of the positive changes that have taken place since the Center’s creation.

Oz Books, The Movie, Gay Men, Oh My! from the collection of Dee Michel was on display in the Du Bois Library this fall. The exhibit consisted of books, cards, musical recordings, ads, web pages, and collectibles from The Wizard of Oz. It highlighted books by L. Frank Baum and his successors, the 1939 MGM movie, print, stage and film adaptations, the connection between the movie and gay male culture, and a celebration of Oz by fans, critics, and entrepreneurs. On October 5, the Library hosted a reception to celebrate the exhibit and the Stonewall Center’s 20th Anniversary. Dee Michel spoke on the appeal of The Wizard of Oz for gay males. The exhibit was sponsored by the UMass Amherst Library’s Committee on Community, Diversity and Social Justice in conjunction with GLBT History Month in October.
Hokkaido Delegation Visits Library

On October 15, a delegation from Hokkaido, Japan visited UMass Amherst to mark the 15th anniversary of a sister-state relationship and renewed ties that extend back to 1876. William S. Clark, the president of Massachusetts Agricultural College (MAC) helped found Sapporo Agricultural College – now Hokkaido University. Clark, who inspired Japanese students with his pioneer spirit and farewell salute, “Boys, be ambitious,” is still a revered figure in Japan’s northernmost and largely rural island. Provost Charlena Seymour greeted the 26-member delegation at the Du Bois Library, where a pioneer of the UMass-Hokkaido relationship, William Penn Brooks, was remembered at a ceremony marking the donation of some of his papers to Special Collections and University Archives. Brooks was a young MAC graduate who accompanied Clark to Hokkaido and stayed on to work at the new college. He later returned to MAC and served for many years as director of the Experiment Station.

Peregrine Falcons Nest Successfully on Roof of Du Bois Library

Three peregrine falcon chicks hatched in May on the roof of the Du Bois Library. David Fuller ’88 and Ralph Taylor ’83 of Mass Wildlife’s Connecticut Valley District banded the chicks when they were 2-3 weeks old. Richard Nathhorst, Facilities and Campus Planning, coordinates the banding process. This is the third year in a row that the nesting on the Library roof has been successful. Peregrine falcons are still endangered in Massachusetts. The nesting box was installed on the roof in 1998. It is a joint project of the department of forestry and wildlife management, the Physical Plant and Facilities Planning divisions, the Hitchcock Center for the Environment, the Conservation Department of the town of Amherst, and the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife.
**Scholarly Colloquium**

“University E-Repositories: Solutions for the Scholarly Community,” the fourth colloquium in an ongoing series, was held on September 29, 2005. Ann Wolpert, Director of Libraries at MIT, and Nancy Fried Foster, Lead Anthropologist and Co-manager of the Digital Initiatives Unit, University of Rochester, discussed the issues and implications of E-Repositories for faculty, librarians, and graduate students.

Ann Wolpert is the Director of Libraries at MIT and co-leader of MIT's institutional repository, DSpace. A model for many other universities, DSpace was developed over the past two years by MIT Libraries and Hewlett-Packard Laboratories. She currently serves as President of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) and member of the Board of Directors of the Boston Library Consortium, among many other affiliations.

Nancy Fried Foster is the Lead Anthropologist and Co-manager of the Digital Initiatives Unit, River Campus Libraries at the University of Rochester. She conducts research on faculty, staff, and students to document work habits and identify needs for web-based products to support research and writing.

**Kosovar Librarians**

The Institute for Training and Development and the Simmons College Graduate School of Library and Information Sciences jointly conducted a 17-week training and academic program for nine Kosovars employed at the National and University Library of Kosovo from August 21 to December 17, 2005. The UMass Amherst Libraries hosted three of the nine visiting librarians from September 9 through November 10. They received an in-depth orientation to the administration, collection management, collection development, and public services operations of our Library.

At the end of their stay, Mr. Elhame (Eli) Buzuku, Mr. Ardian Haxhaj, and Mr. Besim Kokollari invited all library staff to a program on life in Kosovo. Their program addressed the culture, politics, economy, education, and libraries and librarianship in Kosovo.

The Library’s Community, Diversity, and Social Justice Committee (CDSJ) hosted an ALANA Library Career Reception on November 9th featuring keynote speaker Tracie Hall, Director of the American Library Association Office for Diversity. Other guests included students from library school programs and professional librarians. ALANA students were invited to learn about the career opportunities in libraries. The event was sponsored by the UMass Amherst Libraries, University of Rhode Island Graduate School of Library & Information Studies, and Simmons College Graduate School of Library & Information Science.

“Me, a Librarian?”

The Library’s Community, Diversity, and Social Justice Committee (CDSJ) hosted an ALANA Library Career Reception on November 9th featuring keynote speaker Tracie Hall, Director of the American Library Association Office for Diversity. Other guests included students from library school programs and professional librarians. ALANA students were invited to learn about the career opportunities in libraries. The event was sponsored by the UMass Amherst Libraries, University of Rhode Island Graduate School of Library & Information Studies, and Simmons College Graduate School of Library & Information Science.
Supporting the Library

SELECTED NOTEWORTHY ACQUISITIONS

Class of 1955 50th Reunion Gift
Alumni returned to campus June 3-5 for Reunion Weekend 2005, sponsored by the UMass Amherst Alumni Association. The weekend’s events included the dedication of the Class of 1955 Garden. The ceremony took place in the Second Floor Reading Room of the Du Bois Library, overlooking the garden site. The 50th Reunion Gift, a beautiful, park like garden area, is on the north side of the Library.

Gift of Professor Arnold Silver
Arnold Silver, English Professor from 1959-1996 donated 5,000 books, consisting of primary and secondary sources in the fields of English and American literature, rhetoric and composition, philosophy, history, and many other topics. A Shaw scholar and playwright, Professor Silver taught a range of courses for the English Department. In 1997, he published Shortchangers, a fictional farce set in an American university.

Beth Hapgood Collection
Assembled over more than three decades of collecting, the Hapgood Collection contains approximately 35 linear feet of material relating to the Brotherhood of the Spirit, its successor the Renaissance Community, and Beth Hapgood’s other interests in spiritual, social, and intellectual matters. The collection is currently being processed.

From its beginnings in a treehouse in Leyden, Mass., in 1968, the Brotherhood of the Spirit grew to become the largest commune in the eastern U.S., with almost 350 residents at its peak in the early 1970s.

Beth Hapgood, a resident of nearby Northfield, met Michael Metelica, founder of the Brotherhood when he was barely 16 and remained close to him until his death in 2002. It was Hapgood who introduced the Brotherhood to the psychic channeller Elwood Babbitt (the “spiritual advisor” to the commune for a period of time) and Hapgood who assiduously collected information on the group.
**Rebecca Addison** was appointed to the position of Library Assistant II (Acquisitions Ordering). Rebecca comes to the Library from the Dean’s Office in the College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics.

**Emily Alling** was appointed to the position of Science and Engineering Reference Services Librarian in the Integrated Sciences and Engineering Library. Emily holds a Master’s degree in Linguistics from Harvard University and an MLS degree from Simmons. Emily comes to UMass Amherst from Springfield College where she was the Reference Technology Librarian.

**Shaodan Luo**, our first East Asian Library Intern, has a Ph.D. in Chinese Literature from UC Berkeley and has been a visiting professor at UMass Amherst teaching Chinese language and Literature. He is working with Sharon Domier to review the Chinese collection, select and catalog gifts and new orders, and create online user guides to the collection.

**Jo-An Bourguignon** of Interlibrary Loan/Document Delivery accepted a position in the Isenberg School of Management.

**Emily Alling** was appointed to the position of Library Assistant III (Reserves/Media Supervisor). Joseph comes to the Library from Engineering Computer Services.

**Lorraine Lapointe** of Reserves/Media was appointed to the position of Library Assistant III (Library Building Monitor Supervisor).


**Peggy Garceau** was appointed to the position of Library Assistant II in Interlibrary Loan. Peggy comes to the Library from Military Science.

**Joseph Heimann** was appointed to the position of Library Assistant III (Reserves/Media Supervisor). Joseph comes to the Library from Engineering Computer Services.

**Donna Myrick** was appointed to the position of Clerk IV (Library Business Office Assistant). Donna comes to the Library from the Bursar’s Office.

**Michael Patterson** was appointed to the second shift position of Library Assistant III (Library Building Monitor Supervisor). Michael comes to the Library from Physical Plant, and previously was a member of the Library’s custodial staff.

**Peter Stern** was awarded a travel grant from the University of New Mexico Latin American and Iberian Institute Library Visiting Researcher Program. This program is designed to provide scholars with the opportunity to work with one of the largest Latin American collections in the U.S. Peter is researching two Mexican political-artistic groups: the Liga de Escritores y Artistas Revolucionarios, and the Taller de Grafica Popular, which flourished in the 1930s and 1940s.
Karyne St-Pierre, MLIS student at the École de bibliothéconomie et des sciences de l’information, Université de Montréal, did an internship in Collection Development and Reference. She is now working at the Outremont Public Library, a branch of the Montreal Public Library.

Myles Sullivan was appointed to the third shift position of Library Assistant III (Learning Commons and Support Desk Supervisor). Myles is a former member of our student staff.

Jason Sullivan-Flynn of Acquisitions and Roberta Merrington of Circulation have each been appointed to the 1/2 time position of Library Assistant III (Library Building Monitor Supervisor).

Margaret Temesvari of the Library Business Office accepted a position in the Alumni Development and Capital Giving Office at Deerfield Academy.

Peter Tigner of Circulation was promoted to the position of Library Assistant III (Learning Commons and Technical Support Desk Supervisor).

Carol Will was promoted to the position of Library Assistant III (Learning Commons and Technical Support Desk Supervisor). Carol transferred from Acquisitions.

Tania Romanovich Mastaliz, 89, passed away August 6. Tania worked in the Acquisitions Department from 1968 until 1986 when she retired.

Christine (Field) Purinton, 86, passed away October 31 at Newham Hospital, London, England. Christine worked in the Acquisitions Department, retiring in 1980.
THANK YOU for your generous contributions to the Library. Listed below are our donors for the 18-month period January 1, 2004 – June 30, 2005.

**CHANCELLOR’S CIRCLE**

**Benefactors**
Gifts of $250,000+
- John W. Bennett

**Fellows**
Gifts of $25,000 – $99,999
- Joseph W. Donohue

**Associates**
Gifts of $10,000 – $24,999
- Randolph W. Bromery
- James L. Craig
- George & Ann Leviner
- Verizon Communications

---

**DEAN’S CIRCLE**

**Partners**
Gifts of $5,000 - $9,999
- Lucy W. Benson
- Lorrey Bianchi & Kathleen Casey-Bianchi
- Margaret E. Bigelow
- Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts
- Margo Crist
- Vincent & Antoinette Iardi
- Pioneer Valley Labor Heritage Museum

**Sponsors**
Gifts of $2,500 – $4,999
- Edward & Nancy Brinley Dell, Inc.
- Ben* & Emily Drew
- Joseph & Barbara Goldstein
- Daniel L. Gordon
- John J. Kominski
- Lewis & Caden Mainzer
- Cynthia Redman

**Members**
Gifts of $1,000 – $2,499
- Anonymous (1)
- Thomas F. Ackerman
- Kenneth & Jane Barna
- Alan C. Brown
- George G. Burke
- Leslie H. Button
- Patrick J. Clisham
- Joseph & Julie Cofield
- Charles F. Corcoran
- Norman & Sabina Cournoyer
- Thomas E. Decker
- Philip & Michelle Doyle
- Lee R. Edwards
- Enzyme Research Laboratories, Inc.
- Harriett S. Fitts
- Karen L. Garvin
- Howard & Joy Gersten
- William Israel & Eileen Breslin
- Nelson Jaquay
- Jeffery Amherst Bookshop
- Paul Jones & Ruth Owen Jones
- James & Carol Kelly
- John & Cynthia Lasker
- John & Cathryn Lombardi
- William D. Madden
- Lois C. Magee
- Katherine A. McHugh
- Timothy J. Meldrum
- Jerome M. Milleur

**Michael J. Morris**
Brenda L. Mutcherson
National Evaluation Systems, Inc.
Mary Catherine Phinney
Elva T. J. Procopio Revocable Trust
Paul & Elva Procopio
Retired Faculty Association
Judith A. Rice
Robert & Halina Rothstein
Jay Schafer
Linda M. Smirich
Michael & Jill Stansky
William & Barbara Tufts
Jacqueline M. Warner

**Joan Cormack**
Amy Curtis-McIntyre
George Dean & Leslie Meyer
John & Maureen Denison
Celeste D. Devaney
Emily J. Drake
Stewart W. Ehly
Janet M. Everson
Robert & Katherine Feldman
Siegfried & Karen* Feller
John & Sandra Ferriter
Michael & Linda Garrity
Jocelyn Harris
Mabel T. Hearn
Elizabeth Head
Stephen H. Gehlbach
Gerard Grenier & Ellen Snyder-Grenier
Richard & Susan Guzman
Michael & Linda Garrity
Susan H. Hoppus
James W. Howard
Jon Hvitfelt
Lorraine M. Howard
Michael T. Howard
Donna L. Kell
Christopher & Jennifer Kellogg
Arthur P. Kinney
Adam B. Kirkpatrick
Anthony G. Kolish
Dorothy Y. Kuhs
Gilbert & Sally Lawall
Susan L. Lawrence
Stewart & Catherine Levin
Zheng Li
Bonnie L. Livingston
Richard J. Manning
Wallace J. Matthews
George R. McCrillis
Marcia B. Meudell
Walter & Kathleen Mullin
Marie E. Murphy
Ronald J. Nathan
Bert W. Parmenter
Craig & Germaine Picket
Robert & Jeanne Potash
Linda L. Prokop
Donald & Mary Jean Proulx
Michael A. Ragoza
Marcel E. Ricciardelli
Janine Roberts
Pauline M. Russell
Vladimir Savikovsky
Nanette Scott
Robert A. Shanley
Robert A. Shanley Revocable Trust
Thomas & Karen Shea
Klyde W. Siegfriedt
Olivia F. Sillari
Emily S. Silverman
Christopher J. Smith
Gordon & Dolores Sutton
Dorothy H. Swanson
Gary F. Tansino
Weber & Diane Torres
Christine Tryba-Cofrin
Jenny Wang
Thomas & Carol Waskiewicz

--

**Gifts of $500 – $999**
- Anonymous (2)
- Blades Lawnmower Service
- Paul F. Benec
- Robert C. Bryant
- Frederick & Edith Byron
- John F. Cahill
- Joseph E. Casey
- Denise B. Clemence
- Wallace J. Matthews
- George R. McCrillis
- Marcia B. Meudell
- Walter & Kathleen Mullin
- Marie E. Murphy
- Ronald J. Nathan
- Bert W. Parmenter
- Craig & Germaine Picket
- Robert & Jeanne Potash
- Linda L. Prokop
- Donald & Mary Jean Proulx
- Michael A. Ragoza
- Marcel E. Ricciardelli
- Janine Roberts
- Pauline M. Russell
- Vladimir Savikovsky
- Nanette Scott
- Robert A. Shanley
- Robert A. Shanley Revocable Trust
- Thomas & Karen Shea
- Klyde W. Siegfriedt
- Olivia F. Sillari
- Emily S. Silverman
- Christopher J. Smith
- Gordon & Dolores Sutton
- Dorothy H. Swanson
- Gary F. Tansino
- Weber & Diane Torres
- Christine Tryba-Cofrin
- Jenny Wang
- Thomas & Carol Waskiewicz
The new Du Bois Library plaza is in, there's a brand new beautiful entrance to the building, the trees will be planted in the planters come spring.
Professor David Schimmel of Education at work in the Library with his mug of Rao’s coffee from Procrastination Station.
“The Great Chill Out” celebrated our graduating student assistants with make-your-own sundaes from Flayvors Farm Hadley. Thank you to Beth Cook, owner of Flayvors and her staff.

Lyssa M. Petter
Lou A. Peugh
Jennifer L. Pfaltzgraf
G. Barry & Annette Pfannebecker
Teresa M. Pfeifer
Paul R. Phalon
Eileen P. Phaneuf
James F. Phelan
Mark & Kathryn Pherson
Edward & Kimberly Philbrook
David Phillips & Carol Greve-Philips
Mignonette M. Phillips
Mark Phillips
Bruce Phillips
Claudia Phillips
Elizabeth J. Phillips
Jeffrey E. Phillips
John A. Phillips
Sandra A. Phillips
Sandra C. Phillips
George & Jeanne Philpott
Thomas E. Phlippott
Jeffrey S. Phlippett
Dennis M. Piana
Marc Picquendar
Peter & Joanne Piechota
John A. Piedel
Jessica L. Pierce
Judith F. Pierce
Mark E. Pietras
Thomas F. Pietraszek
Donald A. Pike
Barry S. Pilson
Donna L. Pinciai
Peter J. Pinciaro
Frederick W. Pinckham
Edward A. Pinto
Dennis & Ann Pioppi
Deanna D. Piotrowski
Jane F. Pirog
Michael J. Pisani
Stephen C. Pisini
Paula A. Pitkiewicz
Richard & Amy Pizzi
Carol A. Pizzotti
Robert G. Plattka
Gail Plavtza
Edward M. Plotkin
Kenneth J. Plourde
Willard & Jane Plummer
Edmund J. Plummer
Peter C. Podolski
B. Peter Pohl
Gail M. Poirier
David & Joanne Poland
Anne K. Polaski
Susan L. Pollack

Kenneth R. Pollard
Andrea J. Pollinger
Kelly C. Pollins
Michael & Patricia Pomerleau
Terrence Pomerett
Douglas J. Ponusky
Christopher G. Pooley
Rita A. Popat
Paula J. Popeo
Frederick & Helen Popp
David & Deborah Poppel
Lawrence D. Popple
Andrew & Theresa Porcella
David A. Porro
Dorothy J. Posner
Wills & Frieda Post
Marc W. Potvin
Melanie P. Poudrier
John L. Poulin
Peter N. Poulos
Gerald & Catherine Powell
Richard C. Powell
Jane M. Power
Leslie H. Power
David C. Powers
Diane E. Powers
Karen A. Powers
Nancy E. Powers
Robin M. Powers
James Pownell
Steven Pransky
Satish C. Prasad
Frederick L. Pratt
Thomas J. Preleski
Naomi M. Prendergast
Gwen E. Preston
Gerald Prubitsky
Jason A. Price
Stephen Price
Stephen L. Priest
Maureen J. Primrose
Brian & Margaret Prindle
Marietta Pritchard
Michael Pritzker
Donald R. Proguliske
Jennifer G. Prohaska
Barbara J. Proko
Janet B. Prokopowich
Lisa S. Prolman
David R. Proper
Richard Prosper
John A. Proudman
Mary A. Prounier
Lawrence & Christine Pruskus
William G. Puddester
Robert & Kathy Puldà
Rocco & Diane Puopolo
Steven & Karen Puopolo

Patricia M. Purcell
George F. Pushue
John E. Putnam
Robert R. Putnam
Gale D. Pyatt-Kneppe
Leslie & Rita Pyrenski
Kevin L. Pyles
Karen A. Pyne
Stephen B. Pyne
David & Nancyquartz
Ann M. Query
Carol Quinn
Dorothy Quinn
John F. Quinn
Joseph Quinn
Lillian J. Quinn
Joseph P. Quinton
David M. Quirk
Kevin Quirk
Riaz A. Rabbani
Victor Raboy
Cynthia L. Rackliffe
Elizabeth A. Radke
Lisa J. Radle-Godkin
Robert E. Radowicz
Bonnie E. Rae
Robert G. Rafferty
David F. Rahaim
Hilton & Norma Raley
Shelia M. Rainford
Ronald R. Rainka
Gerald F. Rainville
Michael & Susan Raisbeck
James R. Ralph
Paul & Karen Ralphson
Karen Ram
John F. Ramey
Anne I. Ramstad
Robert P. Ranahan
William J. Ranauro
George A. Rand
Constance C. Ranney
Ellen M. Rao
Pamela Rapacz
Richard M. Raskind
Lauren G. Ratner
Arden R. Rauch
Marvin & Jane Rausch
Ranjan Ravallia
Wilson T. Rawlins
Charles F. Raymond
Mary Raymond
Janice L. Rayner
Barbara L. Read
Frederic J. Read
John & Rosalyn Read
Robert W. Read
Lesley E. Reardon

Thomas & Jennifer Reardon
Mary L. Rearick
Gino M. Recchia
John Recinotto
Robert J. Recla
Gordon B. Reddick
Jeanne E. Rees
Judith A. Regan
Pamela P. Reiger
Richard M. Reich
David & Claire Reid
Sally A. Reinhardt
Gary & Sandra Reinhart
Jayne Reinold
James Reinold
Robert R. Reitano
Carl G. Reitenbach
Bertrand Rene
Mary J. Renear
Robert & Sandra Reniszewski
Julio A. Renzi
Peter & Lee Retelle
Ronald W. Reynolds
Linda L. Renzik
Lionel P. Ribeiro
David B. Ricci
Patrick J. Ricci
Thomas & Kathleen Rice
William A. Rice
Gerald & Gail Richard
Louise V. Richard
Paul G. Richard
Paul G. Richard Cabinet and Millwork Co.
Peter M. Richard
Rene P. Richard
Serena H. Richard
Robert G. Richards
Diane & Richard
Robert & June Richards
Lynne D. Richer
Barry A. Richman
Charles C. Richmond
Myles & Joan Richmond
Candace Richter
Dawn Rickabaugh-Jones
Brenda S. Ricker
Robert & Mary Rickier
William & Mary Riddell
Matthew Ridder
M.J. Rider Company
Kathryn A. Ridenour
Mary K. Rider
Stephen E. Ridge
Judith H. Riemensneider
Karen M. Riemer
Paul A. Rigazio
Maida L. Riggs
Richard B. Rigney
Cathleen E. Riley
Kathryn M. Riley
Linda S. Riley
Marian Riley
Lawrence J. Rinaldi
Phyllis E. Ring
Cynthia Riordan
Pamela P. Riordan
Neil & Linda Ripston
William R. Rising
John & Annette Rissman
John M. Ritchie
Emma Rivera-Rabago
Jennifer L. Rivers
Priscilla B. Rivers
David & Linda Roach
Joseph & Marilyn Roache
Christopher A. Roon
Donald E. Robar
James Robb
David & Dolores Robbins

Timothy B. Robbins
Shirley M. Roberge
Cheryl A. Robert
Douglas C. Roberts
Lawrence R. Roberts
Sarah W. Roberts
Sonya Roberts
Elise H. Robertson
Margaret H. Robertson
Reuel Robertson & Christine Upchurch
Sheila M. Robertson
Craig D. Rosin
Dorothy S. Robinson
Roderick Robtoy
Leslie T. Rocha
Jennifer M. Rock
Charles & Dorothea Rockey
Robert J. Rockak
James G. Rodd
Ryan & Christine Roderick
Timothy K. Rodgers
Bruce Rodman
Darlene M. Rodowicz
Manuel & Aline Rodrigues
Dorothea B. Rodriguez
Julio & Karen Rodriguez
Trinidad A. Rodriguez
Roberto P. Roffo
Brian E. Rogan
John W. Rogers
Lisa Rogers
Konrad J. Rogowski
John E. Rogozenski
Robert Roffe
John Romanc
John M. Rommedelfanger
Liza A. Ronayne
John P. Rooney
Carl & Nancy Rose
Frank Rose
John P. Rose
Richard Rose
Winston & Joanne Rose
Maria A. Rosen
Paul Rosenblatt
David G. Rosenfield
Judith I. Rosenfield
Michael T. Rosenstein
Samuel Rosenthal
Betty B. Ross
Arthur & Jane Ross
Jean E. Ross
Lorna M. Ross
Sandra B. Ross
Ronald G. Rossetti
John F. Rossi
Sandra C. Ross
Bettina Roth
George & Judith Roth
Bette L. Rothman
Emory A. Rounds
Stephan F. Rourke
David & Barbara Routhier
William J. Rowan
Kathleen A. Rowe
Mark W. Rowell
Clark & Lisa Rowley
Christopher Rowse
Earl & Diane Roy
Karen D. Roy
Lori J. Royer
Charles & Shannon Rozea
Francis X. Ruane
Richard H. Rubant
Allen Rubin
Sandra Rubin
Bryan & Ann Ruchala
Ronald F. Rudis
Francis & Sarah Rue
Eileen C. White
Ellen F. White
Gregory & Susan White
Jeffrey & Marilyn White
Laura C. White
Robert D. White
Robert L. White
White House Appraisals
George & Mary Whiteside
Colleen M. Whitman
Jeffrey & Tobi Whitney
Brian D. Widegren
Pawel Widar
Arthur E. Wenslaw
Richard Wiggin
Stanley H. Wiggin
Robert J. Wigmore
Charmaine Wijeyesinghe
Raymond E. Wilcox
Suzanne Wilczek
Elizabth A. Wilda
Joseph A. Wilhelm
Lucille Wilhelm
Jonathan J. Wilker
Sterling L. Wilkins
David M. Willey
Douglas Willey
Andrew W. Williams
Daniel & Stephanie Williams
Dianna Williams
Karen L. Williams
Laura L. Williams
Mark M. Williamson
William P. Williamson
Matthew J. Willis
Elizabeth Wilson
Janice E. Wilson
John & Barbara Wilson
Scott & Jerilyn Wilson
Stuart D. Wilson
Wendy W. Wilson
Frederick C. Winchell
Walter B. Winchenbach
John A. Windyka
Marc E. Winer
Kathleen M. Winn
Paul N. Winslow
David E. Winston
David L. Winterhalter
Janet C. Winternitz
Sandra E. Wistrong
Edward R. Wirtanen
David & Catherine Wise
Catherine Z. Wiseman
Thomas Wisnaucsk & Janine Modestow
Peter Witherell
George O. Withers
Ellis B. Withington
Christine M. Witkiewicz
Jodi L. Wittlin
Richard Wittel
Kathleen M. Woehl
Barbara L. Wojcik
Christine F. Wojnar
Karen M. Wojtanek
David S. Wolansky
Jessica Wolf
Carol G. Wolff
Michael & Sara Wolff
Peter A. Wolly
Constance G. Wones
Bobby D. Wong
Claudia E. Wong
Ting Wong
Bruce H. Wood
Cynthia L. Wood
Lois A. Wood
Wayne K. Woodard
Sara J. Woodbury
Susan T. Woodrow
Alan H. Woodruff
Elaine H. Woods
Brian W. Woodward
David & Nancy Woodward
Richard Woodward
Dorothy D. Woolley
Margaret A. Woovis
Hendrik G. Workman
Diana Worthington
Peter A. Woźniak
R. Wright Electric
Francis X. Wright
Franklin & Vandelyn Wright
Gerald J. Wright
Hillary M. Wright
Peter & Mary Wright
Ronald & Francine Wright
Lynne T. Wu
Lana L. Wylie
Evan & Stacey Wyner
Wenyon & Barbara Wyser
Brenda A. Wyss
Mark S. Wytrwal
Yumiko Yamagata
Morris & Kristina Yankell
Leonard A. Yarrows
Marsha Yarrows
Z. Andrew Yarumian
Douglas & Patricia Yates
Jack Yee
Dale & Terry Yellott
Cheryl A. Yemma
Robert Yennaco
Elaine M. Yerganian
Robert S. Yerkes
Joan Yestramski
Beth R. Yohai
Alison M. York
Beth P. Young
Bruce H. Young
Christopher & Lisa Young
Christophcr P. Young
Donald & Rose-Marie Young
Elizabeth R. Young
Roland W. Young
Russell & Marcia Young
Sue E. Young
Linda M. Zabek
Lawrence Zacharias & Cathy Schoen
Elizabeth Zafra
Pamela Zagorski
Robert & Janet Zahora
Robert A. Zajac
Eugene F. Zanella
Helen E. Zatyka
John F. Zazywczyn
Eileen J. Zazzaro
Andrew C. Zbee
Robert C. Zbeeb
Paul J. Zdanis
Carl & Susan Zeigler
Eric K. Zeise
Wendy J. Zeinick
Joan F. Zeoli
Kelli M. Zespy
Keqiang Zhang
Zongwen Zhang
Xian Min Zhuo
Michael R. Zielinski
Carl J. Zimmermann
Donald P. Zingale
George & Gail Zinsmeister
Stanley & Beverly Ziomek
Daniel G. Ziomek
Norman Zipkin
Mary M. Ziter
Kathleen J. Zokowski
Susan E. Zoltek
Donald & Ellen Zorn
Mark J. Zuchowski
Geoffrey & Donna Zucker
Karl L. Zuelke
Paul & Terry Zurawik
Dirk A. Zwart
John Zygier

The Learning Commons has a variety of study spaces for individuals and groups.
Thank you to the following companies who participated in the Matching Gift Program and matched gifts (1:1 or 2:1) of their employees to the Library. Our thanks also extend to each Friend of the Library who gave the initial gift that prompted the match.

MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES

Accenture
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Alcoa Foundation
American International Group, Inc.
Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Bank of America
Bank of America Foundation
BASF Corporation
Biogen Idec, Inc.
The Boeing Company
Chevron Texaco
The Chubb Corporation
Citigroup Foundation
Comerica Incorporated
Deloitte Foundation
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
DirectTV
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fidelity Foundation
FM Global Foundation
General Electric Fund
IBM International Foundation
Intel Corporation
Invensys Systems, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson
Lockheed Martin
Mass Mutual Life Insurance Company
McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
Mckesson HBOC Foundation
Medtronic Foundation
Merrill Lynch & Co. Foundation, Inc.
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co
MFS Investment Services
Microsoft Corporation

MFS Investment Services Inc.
Merrill Lynch & Co. Foundation,
Medtronic Foundation
McKesson HBOC Foundation
Company
Mass Mutual Life Insurance
General Electric Fund
FM Global Foundation
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fidelity Foundation
FM Global Foundation
General Electric Fund

GIFTS OF MATERIALS

The Millipore Foundation
Monsanto Fund
National Grange Mutual Foundation
National Grid USA Service Company, Inc.
National Semiconductor Corp.
New England Business Service, Inc.
New York Times Foundation
Northeast Utilities System
The Northrop Grumman Litton Fd.
NSTAR Foundation
Pearson Education
The Pfizer Foundation
Phoenix Foundation, Inc.
Rytheon Company
Safeco Insurance Co.
Siemens Energy & Automation, Inc.
Sony USA Foundation, Inc.
Sovereign Bank Foundation
State Street
State Street Bank & Trust Company
State Street Research
Stop & Shop Companies, Inc.
Swedish Match North American Div.
System Sensor
Tenet Healthcare Foundation
Texas Instruments Foundation
Thomson Financial
TurboCar
UXBL United Technologies
Verizon Foundation
The Wachovia Foundation, Inc.
Washington Group Foundation
Washington Mutual Foundation
Waters Corporation
Wellington Management Co.
West Group
White Mountains Insurance Group
World Reach, Inc.
Wyleh
XL America

January 1, 2004 – June 30, 2005

E. Wayne Abercrombie
John F. Ahern
Michele L. Aldrich
Audrey L. Alstadt
Carolyn M. Anderson
John J. Ansbro
George Arkhangelsky
Katherine Bell Banks
Robert and Ute Bargmann
Elaine C. Barker
Baruch College
Basic Research Press
Siegfried Bauschinger
Bay State Perennial Farm/Peter K. Flynn
J. Leonard Bonsen
Louis A. Berman
Charles Bestor
Alberto Blasi
Helen L. Boyden
Thomas H. Boyle
Brandes University Libraries
Gerard Braunitz
L. Squire & Carol Bressor
Manuel Brito
Susan Brynteson
Milton Cantor
Thomas Cassirer
Center for Environment & Population
Census for U.N. Reform
Central Vermont Railway
Historical Society
Walter M. Chesnutt
Murat Citar
Vincent J. Cleary
Columbia University Press
Lorriann Connell
Robert S. Cox
Bill Crockett
Juan Cuelo Roig
Helene Cunningham
Edward M. Cynarski
David T. Damery
De Boeck Universite
Carmen Diane Deere
Arly Diamond
William J. Dominik
Joseph W. Donohue
Richard J. Dube
Nancy Eaton

Hilary Edwards
Lee R. Edwards
Eric Einhorn
Amanda Ellis
Isabel R. Espinal
Kirby C. Farrell
Maria R. Figuera
John J. Fitzgerald
Elizabeth B. Fitzpatrick
F. J. Francis
Gordon Fretwell & Fay Zipkowitz
Isaac Fried
Lionel Friedman
David Gallagher
Robert Garlit
Giannini Foundation of
Agricultural Economics
Edward L. Golding
Joseph & Barbara Goldstein
Kurtiss J. Gordon
Palac Gorkow
Anthony J. Guglielmi
Peter M. Gutmann
Peter M. Haas
Hadley Garden Center/Thomas V. Giles
Haestad Methods
Paula Hagenbuch
Robert B. Hallock
Donna Halper
Joel Halpern & Barbara Kerewsky-Halpern
Sherrill M. Harbison
Harper Collins Publishers
Shannon & Oakley Harrington
Sigrun B. Heinzelmann
Don Eric Levine
Vincent & Nina Ilardi
Frank R. Hugus
Janet Hughes
Barbara Stewart
Joseph S. Larson
Dorothy Y. Kuhs
Joseph & Barbara Goldstein
Kurtiss J. Gordon
Palac Gorkow
Anthony J. Guglielmi
Peter M. Gutmann
Peter M. Haas
Hadley Garden Center/Thomas V. Giles
Haestad Methods
Paula Hagenbuch
Robert B. Hallock
Donna Halper
Joel Halpern & Barbara Kerewsky-Halpern
Sherrill M. Harbison
Harper Collins Publishers
Shannon & Oakley Harrington
Sigrun B. Heinzelmann
Don Eric Levine
Vincent & Nina Ilardi
Sut Jhally
Kasumi Kaiken (Japan)
Azime Tezer Kemer
Kenneth and Theresa Kitchell
Pallavi Konwar
Dorothy Y. Kuhs
Joseph S. Larson
Gilbert Lawall
Henry & Charlene Lea
Jenny Ledeen
Don Eric Levine
Malija Z. Lillya
Allan M. Loosigian
Lucinda M. Lucey
Katie Lund
Lewis & Caden Mainzer
John M. Maki
Askarbek Mambataliev
Frederique Apfel Margin
Massachusetts Community College
Gareth B. Matthews
John J. McCarthy
Deborah Meadows
David M. Mednicoff
Melton Center for Jewish
Studies, Ohio State University
Patricia Mercaltis
Lucien M. Miller
Asghar Talayee Minai
Mississippi State University
Forest and Wildlife Research Center
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Romuald Miville-desChenes
Janet G. Moulding
K. H. Nakano
National Anti-Vivisection
Society (NAVS)
National Central Library,
Bureau of International
Exchange of Publications
Tam Nguyen
Alicia Nitecki
Martin F. Norden
Guy J.P. Nordenson
North Carolina State University
Paul F. Norton
Richard D. O'Brien
Sarah O'Keefe
Open Space Publications
Barbara H. Partee
Neil F. Payne
Jean Perrot
Mary Catherine Phinney
Corrado R. Poli
Linda L. Prokopy
Donald A. Proulx
Public Administration Institute
of New York State
Jayne Reino
RingingRocks Foundation
Emma Rivera-Rabago
Robert & Halina Rothstein
Margherita Russotto
Eva Sartori
Sasakl Associates
Victor D. Sauna
Judith M. Schaefer
David R. Sears
Philip Shayda
Vladimir Shneider
Reinaldo Silva
Joseph T. Skerrett, Jr.
J. MacGregor Smith
Sogo Way
Heinz Sonntag
Alan and Rosalie Soons
R. W. Stedingh
Richard S. Stein
Barbara Stewart
Gerald Strauss
William E. Studwell
Judith Swartz
Tetsuo Takasaki
Kenji Takemura
Man-Chung Tang
Jeffrey M. Tenenbaum
Frederick C. Tilly
Alexander M. Trbovich
Christine N. Turner
Ralph J. Tylki
Universidad de la Laguna
Peter van Benthuis
Roy G. Vandriesche
Otto Vogl
Steve Watkins
Theodore Z. Weiss
Charlotte W. Westhead
James O. Wheeler
Faith Whittlesley
Laura L. Williams
Winrock International
Michael Wolff
Lawrence Zacharias and Cathy Schoen
Juan C. Zamora
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FOR SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES
Special Collections and University Archives welcomes donations of materials that document the social, cultural, and economic history of the region. In addition, materials that help document the activities of the campus are welcomed. For information, contact Special Collections and University Archives at (413) 545-2780.

David L. Adams
Lesley Alexander
Ernest Allen
Patricia Althea
William Angelo
Barr Ashcroft
Katherine Bell Banks
Janet E. Barton
William M. Bates
Julia Becker
Kerstin H. Becker
Geri Bellotti
John W. Bennett
Joyce Berkman
Phyllis M. Berman
Charles Bestor
Richard L. Bresciani
Edward & Nancy Bradley
Harriet Kelso Gilman
Doris Goodrow
Daniel L. Gordon
Janice Graves
Joanne Graves
Viola Greenbie
Glady's Archibald Hager
Joel Halpern & Barbara Kerewsky-Halpern
Jean Hankins
Beth Hapgood
Francis and "Becky" Holmes
Thomas W. Hutcheson
William M. Irvine
Nelson Jaquay
Krystyna Jaworowska
Imrie S. Jones
James R. Kelly
Joan P. Karpelman
Lillian Knowles
David Kulakuff
Joseph S. Larson
Vasilis Lavrakas
Allan Luden
John M. Maki
Arthur P. Mange
Zilma Mayants
Melinda McIntosh
Lori Mestre
Michael Milewski
Valene Milewski
Lucien M. Miller
James E. Mulcahy
Rudy Mutter
Carolyn E. Myrick
James P. O'Connell
Priscilla Page
Mary Lou Panus
Rachel Fletcher
Florida Atlantic University
Georgana Foster
Laurel Foster-Moore
Gordon Fretwell & Fay Zipkowitz
The Friends of Clapp Memorial Library
Nancy Garrabrant
Harriet Kelso Gilman
Doris Goodrow
Daniel L. Gordon
Janice Graves
Joanne Graves
Viola Greenbie
Glady's Archibald Hager
Joel Halpern & Barbara Kerewsky-Halpern
Jean Hankins
Beth Hapgood
Francis and "Becky" Holmes
Thomas W. Hutcheson
William M. Irvine
Nelson Jaquay
Krystyna Jaworowska
Imrie S. Jones
James R. Kelly
Joan P. Karpelman
Lillian Knowles
David Kulakuff
Joseph S. Larson
Vasilis Lavrakas
Allan Luden
John M. Maki
Arthur P. Mange
Zilma Mayants
Melinda McIntosh
Lori Mestre
Michael Milewski
Valene Milewski
Lucien M. Miller
James E. Mulcahy
Rudy Mutter
Carolyn E. Myrick
James P. O'Connell
Priscilla Page
Mary Lou Panus
Sheila Rainford
Cynthia Redman
Norene A. Roberts
M. Neil Rotach
Alice E. Rozek
Ivan Samuels
Nanette Scott
Peter Stern
Barbara Stewart
Steven R. Sullivan
Gordon F. Sutton
Carol Goodchild Terken
Conrad D. Totman
Ian Trefethen
Valley Light Opera
Lucy Wang
Michael Weinberg
Jeffery Wendl
Charlotte W. Westhead
Rose-Marie Young

MEMORIAL GIFTS
The Library received gifts in memory of the following individuals:

Arlene R. Barsamian
Ellsworth Barnard
Leroy F. Cook, Jr.
Michael J. Cosseboom
Hortense Feldman
Karen Feller
Maxwell H. Goldberg
Phelix Hanible
Priscilla Gibson Hicks
Patricia Hunter
Paul H. Jennings
Marjorie Karlson
Irene Kavanaugh
Edward T. Kingsbury
Major Feliks S. Kurnatowski (12274 Flossenbuerg)
Ronald J. Prokopy
Agnes Raymond-Howard
Richard & Elaine Rice
Carl P. Swanson
Helen V. Walsh

TRIBUTE GIFTS
The Library received gifts in honor of the following individuals:

Margo Crist
Siegfried Feller
Elizabeth Loving
Susan McBride
Steve McGinty
Lori Mestre
Barbara L. Morgan
Anna Nutter
Jay Schafer
Jeffrey Tenenbaum
Christine Turner
Howard J. Wiarda

DESIGNATED GIFTS
The Library received gifts designated for special purposes:

Business
East Asian History
Humanities
Integrated Sciences and Engineering Library
Italian Renaissance
Journal - Gender, Work and Organization
Mathematics
Nursing
Special Collections & University Archives
Tippo Sculpture Garden
Yiddish Book Collection

* deceased

Students love the glass rooms in the Learning Commons for collaboration on group projects.
THANKS TO THE GENEROSITY of students and faculty, books were
donated and funds were raised to build a stone chapel—now known
as Old Chapel—in 1885, which became the first library on campus.
The tradition of giving continues. In FY2005, almost 6,000 alumni
and friends donated over $600,000 to the Libraries. That’s almost
double what you contributed last year.
Thanks to you, we had a record breaking year!